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Paris City Guide Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: Insight City Guide Paris is a full-colour, comprehensive travel
guide to one of the world´s favourite cities. Paris has so much to offer that it´s impossible to see everything;
Insight City Guide Paris helps you prioritise with its ´Best of Paris´ feature highlighting the blockbuster

attractions and its ´Editor´s Choice´ recommendations for where and when to enjoy the best food and cafes,
festivals and shopping. The many features on culture and history give you a real understanding of the city

and its people, covering topics such as architecture, cafe life, Paris at the Movies, Paris After Dark, as well as
the cabaret scene, and there are lavish photo features on iconic sights such as the Centre Pompidou, the

Louvre and the Arc deTriomphe. ´The Places´ chapters cover every neighbourhood ,from the ancient Ile de la
Cite to themaze of narrow streets around Montmartre and ultra-modern La Defense, while the Trips out of

Town chapter suggests interesting day trips within easy reach of the city. Detailed, full-colour maps
throughout the book help you navigate the city with confidence, and the ´Travels Tips´ at the end offer
selective, independent reviews of hotels and restaurants to guide you to the best and most authentic

establishments.
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Louvre and the Arc deTriomphe. ´The Places´ chapters cover every
neighbourhood ,from the ancient Ile de la Cite to themaze of narrow
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